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/ Thriller & True Crime /

Mackenzie Martin, creator of a popular true crime podcast, 
has made it her mission to find the hidden heads of the 
victims of serial killer Robert Sinclair Peters, hoping to win 
back her thrill-seeking audience . She and her producer 
friend Assia head for New Hampshire, supported financially 
by Jonathan O’Connor, a super-rich American-born Montreal 
lawyer, who himself lost his spouse during a series of bloody 
murders . 

It doesn’t take the two women long to realize that they are 
not welcome in the small town where the murderer grew up . 
As she follows the clues left by the so-called “Rob S . Pierre 
of New England”, Mackenzie will take more and more risks, 
to the point of putting her life and that of her friend in danger 
to move the investigation forward . 

Will she be able to solve this case and obtain justice for the 
victims? Podcast listeners—and readers!—will find out in 
the final episode!
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STRONG POINTS
 A strong, modern, female protagonist .
 A fascinating blend of reality (true crime) and fiction 
building on the enormous popularity of true crime 
podcasts .

 The crimes that are mentioned in this story, aside from 
those at the centre of the investigation, are true .

 The novel’s story crosses borders and will appeal to 
readers in Quebec, France, and the United States, 
whether or not they are true crime fans .

 A novel full of twists and turns .
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With a BA and a master’s in literature, Victoria Charlton 
created her YouTube channel to share the stories she is 
passionate about: mysterious crimes, disappearances and 
paranormal phenomena. Published in 2019, Volume 1 of her 
true crime series Keep Your Eyes Open was an instant 
bestseller. 

Alexandre Soublière published his first novel, Charlotte 
before Christ, at 26; the book was hailed by critics in Quebec. 
He has been a lyricist and screenwriter, and he also works in 
the field of advertising and public relations.
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